


 Which has a greater mass:
◦ A ton of sand OR a ton of feathers?

 Answer: 
◦ They are the same! a ton

◦ BUT… they have different volumes



 Which has a greater mass:
◦ Lead OR air?

◦ Most people would answer lead, but in order to  
compare two things, we need to know how much of 
each we have

◦ A large amount of air could have a greater mass 
than a small amount of lead!

 To compare different things, we have to 
compare the masses of the same volume. 
This is called density.



 DENSITY – the amount of matter per unit 
volume.
◦ In other words, how closely packed together the 

particles of matter are in a substance.

◦ A physical property of matter.

◦ Every substance has its own specific density no 
matter how large the sample is

◦ Ex: The density of water is 1.0 g/cm3 or 1.0 g/mL

◦ units for density:  kg/m3, g/cm3, or g/mL and g/L



 To calculate density, we use the formula:

D = density

m = mass

V = volume



 You can rearrange this formula to calculate 
any of the variates using the “magic triangle” 
trick:

D = m/v

m = d x v

V = m/d



 To calculate Density, we use the GUESA 
method:
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 An object has a mass of 2800g and a volume of 
3cm3.  What is its density?

 G:

 U:

 E:

 S:

 A:



2. What is the density of a substance with a 
mass of 37.5 g and a volume of 20L?

3. If a substance has a density of 2700 kg/m3

and a volume of 200 m3, what is its mass?

4. A puppy’s rubber ball has a density of 1.20 
g/mL. If the mass of the ball is 458 g, find its 
volume. 



 Homework Problem Set:
1. A large piece of wood has a volume of 2.0m3 and a 
mass of 1200 kg.  What is the density of this piece of 
wood?
2. A dry beaker has a mass of 55.0 g.  When 50.0 mL of 
water is added to the beaker, the mass of the water and 
the beaker is 105.0 g.  What is the density of the water?
3. A rectangular object is 15.0 cm long, 10.0 cm wide and 
5.0 cm thick.  The object has a mass of 450g.  
a) What is the density of the object?
b) Will the object float or sink in water?  How do you know?

4. A bar of gold is 5.0 mm thick, 10.0 cm long and 2.0 cm 
wide.  It has a mass of exactly 193.0 g.  What is the 
density of gold?
5. In your textbook, p.167, do the MATH CONNECT.


